HYDRAULIC POWERED LIFT GATE: Maxon Industries, Inc., Huntington Park, Calif.

Hydraulic lift gate tradenamed “Swing-A-Way” designed for use in all standard Chevy, Dodge, Ford and GMC vans. Powered by an electric/hydraulic system working off the vehicles 12 volt battery, the unit can be installed at either side or rear doors. Bolted to the inside of the van and requires virtually no modifications to the vehicle. Easily removed and reinstalled when changing vans. Unit rated at 500 pounds capacity. For more details, circle (701) on the reply card.


Durable 24" x 36" flexible chalk re-markable sheets can be used full size for production or inventory control, engineering, machine schedules, bulletin boards, sales or order flow charts, etc. or cut with scissors to any size desired for memo sheets, desk top reusable chalk pads, clip to machines for time, output control, and similar uses. Write on with any regular blackboard chalk. Draw in lines, column headings, etc., with a water-soluble felt-tip pen. Semi-permanent markings that can be wiped off with a damp cloth. Impermeable to liquids, soaps, grease, most oils, food, many acids; wipe dry with soft cloth, tissue or blackboard eraser, wipe wet with sponge, soap, water. For more details, circle (702) on the reply card.

GUSHER PUMP: Orline Products, Los Angeles, Calif.

“Gusher” Pump is lightweight, tipping scales at 7½ pounds. Moves water at the rate of 30 gallons per minute. Self-priming, centrifugal pump can be used to spray or irrigate, pump out swimming pools, flooded basements, etc.; and to provide fire protection. Powered by the 1 horsepower industrial O&R 2-cycle gasoline engine. For more details, circle (703) on the reply card.

BUCKET TRUCK CHAIN SAW SCABBARD: Tallman Equipment Co., Inc., Chicago, Ill.

Non conductive, chain saw scabbard manufactured to fit all types fiber glass buckets and all standard manufactured chain saw for bucket truck tree trimming crews. Ideal for trucks, tractors and storage safe storage. Field tested for 2 years. Helps keep saw chains sharp, safe. Saves man hours. For more details, circle (704) on the reply card.
**MULCH SPREADER**: Venture Systems, Inc., Fresno, Calif.

Spreader designed with hopper that can be loaded from the top to spread fibrous material such as humus, redwood composition, steer manure and top soil. Insert may be added to distribution roller for even spreading of granular fertilizers, powdered lime, sand, and small grass seed. Also for sanding greens on golf courses, as the roller provides even distribution with low compaction, without rutting the green. Available in either push or pull type. For more details, circle (705) on the reply card.

**SELF-PROPELLED SPRAYER**: Cushman Motors, Lincoln, Nebr.

Self-propelled, self-powered spray rig using Cushman Turf-Truckster, and a power take-off. Two types of sprayers, the Greens or Fairway. Greens Sprayer features a high-capacity centrifugal pump system designed especially to apply phenylmercuric fungicides directly on greens. Greens Sprayer with boom accessory will apply five gallons of liquid per 1,000 square feet of turf with standard nozzles. Higher capacity is available with special tips. For more details, circle (707) on the reply card.


"Jet-Way" washer features 700 psi water pressure for farm, aircraft maintenance, oil field, automotive, industrial and marine equipment. A 24" trigger-action spray gun locks in spraying position and offers choice of solid stream or flat spray. Operates at 4 GPM from water hose supply. Automatic detergent metering adjusts from 1 to 18 ounces per minute. Washer is powered by a 2-horsepower, 155-230 volt motor. For more details, circle (708) on the reply card.

**AERIAL LIFT**: GAC Utility Products, Inc., Stoughton, Wis.

Aerial lift features wide range of bucket travel. Termed the Highway HLS-28A, the aerial lift has bucket mounting which permits the operator to swing 218° about the tip of the boom with easily-operated handwheel. Lateral travel of the bucket is 64 inches. The manufacturer states this feature, working in conjunction with continuous turret rotation and boom extension-retraction, provides infinite bucket positioning. As a result, the operator can work "square-on" to any job. Several work platforms and fiberglass buckets available, including all-weather type with heater. For more details, circle (706) on the reply card.
RUST-FREE TOOL CHEMICAL: WD-40 Company, San Diego, Calif.

WD-40, a liquid chemical product stops rust and corrosion by driving out moisture from pores of metals. Protects tools and equipment. Chemical is a non-conductor that may be used to dry out wet ignition systems, electric motors and wiring. Harmless to metal finishes, painted surfaces, rubber, plastics and fabrics, is non-greasy, doesn't stain and won't congeal in cold weather. Packaged in aerosol cans. Larger containers for bulk users. For more details, circle (709) on the reply card.

AUTOMATIC WATER-TIMER: Melnor Industries, Moonachie, N.J.

Compact device can start and stop the filling of water flow automatically. Water-Timer measures flow and delivers up to 750 gallons at a single full setting. Designed to compensate for variations and fluctuations in water pressure. Can operate under high or low pressures. Unit carries one year guarantee. Pressure-proof and constructed of non-corroding heavy duty zinc. For more details, circle (710) on the reply card.

SHALLOW FLOODING LIQUID RECOVERY UNIT: Venture Associates, Paterson, N.J.

Designed to handle liquid recovery at minimum depths over large areas. Unit will recover virtually all unabsorbed liquid from floors, and then by reversing the air flow, force pump the recovered liquid out of the container up to a theoretical height of eight feet, depending upon the density of the liquid and the voltage available. Features 2 hp vacuum/blower unit, coupled with 55 gallon container on portable carriage. Where liquid is distributed to a depth of 1/32 of an inch, unit will recover liquid from an area in excess of 2500 sq. ft., before emptying is required. For more details, circle (711) on the reply card.

VIBRATION-POWERED HOUR METER: Engler Instrument Co., Jersey City, N.J.

Operates without electric power. Registers operating, production or process time whenever equipment is vibrating and operating. Tamperproof, accurate, requires no wiring to install. Registers up to 99,999 hours, then starts over. Large sweep hand makes one revolution every hour of operating time. For diesel vehicles, bull-dozers, fork-lifts, mixers, cranes, etc. For more details, circle (712) on the reply card.
SELF-PROPELLED MOWER: Bunton Company, Louisville, Ky.
Operator of 32-inch self-propelled mower shows how optional grass catcher dumps clippings into piles or windrows for easy removal without stopping mower. Metal container may be lifted off for emptying and quickly installed or removed without tools. Option is rider attachment which allows the operator to ride open areas and medium grades; rider can be quickly detached without tools allowing operator to walk with safety on steep grades or uneven terrain. For more details, circle (713) on the reply card.

HEAVY DUTY BROOM: Broce Manufacturing Co., Inc., Dodge City, Kans.
A self propelled heavy duty broom. Economical one-man operation with operating speed of 1 1/2 to 7 miles per hour; road speed, 30 mph. Automotive handling with maximum visibility, comfort, control, safety and operation. Designed for over the road sweeping of asphalt layers for highway construction projects, airport runways, streets, etc. Hydraulic system located for maximum efficiency and control of the broom height adjustment, broom revolution, and sweeping arc. Allows operator to control horizontal rotation of the broom up to 90°. For more details, circle (714) on the reply card.

HEAVY-DUTY TRIM TYPE MOWER: Goodall Division, Louisville, Ky.
Eighteen-inch commercial rotary power mower features a twelve-gauge steel frame designed to provide strength and durability with unbreakable handles. Heavy-gauge circular baffling adds strength and permits even discharge of grass clippings. For easy mobility and long-life, mower rolls on steel wheels with sealed ball-bearings and grease fittings, heavy-duty tires. Recessed wheels permit close trimming with either side. Cutting height adjustable from 1/2 to 3 inches. Adjustable steel blade driver that may be used as positive or slip-type and special crankshaft protection. Available in 18, 19, 20 and 22 inch cutting widths. For more details, circle (715) on the reply card.

A 72-inch-swath flail mower accenting safety. Incorporates a deflector bar into the hood to direct cuttings and debris down, not out. Design helps protect operator, passersby and buildings. Designated the Mow-Safe Ms-720. Combines features to optimize speed and smooth cutting. Uses six-inch roller with rounded ends to avoid rippling and gouging. Float-link permits the mower to follow ground contours and reduce scalping. For more details, circle (716) on the reply card.